216 chevy engine diagram

Throughout the century, several Chevrolet models have passed through the production lines of
General Motors with various sized and powered engines. From the late s through the early s,
Chevrolet installed the engine in several of its cars and trucks. The engine is sought today by
many individuals looking to restore vintage Chevrolets. The engine is a six cylinder with an
output power of 90 horsepower at 3, rpm and ft-lb of torque at 1, rpm. The compression ratio is
6. The bore and stroke of the engine is 3. The normal oil pressure on the engine is 14 psi and its
compression at crank speed is psi. As far as the valve specifications on the engine, the
operating clearance intake is. The valve seat angle is 30 degrees, the intake valve timing opens
three degrees before top center and the exhaust valve timing closes five degrees after top
center. The valve spring pressure is lb at 1. The journal diameter of the engine is between 2. The
rod end play is between. The starter part number on the engine is with a bush spring tension of
24 ounces to 28 ounces. The no load test on the engine is 65 amps with 5. The Chevrolet engine
is able to operate with a gallon fuel tank, five quarts of oil and 1. As far as a cooling system, the
engine can handle 15 quarts of fluid without a heater or 16 quarts, if a heater is installed. Julie
Duncan has worked in the legal profession for over 15 years as a paralegal, owner of a court
reporting business and now a law graduate. She was also recognized for her research and
writing by the South Carolina Political Science Association in Chevrolet Specs by Julie Duncan.
Connecting Rod Bearing Specifications The journal diameter of the engine is between 2. Starter
Specifications The starter part number on the engine is with a bush spring tension of 24 ounces
to 28 ounces. Capacity Specifications The Chevrolet engine is able to operate with a gallon fuel
tank, five quarts of oil and 1. Engine Serial Number Information. I am trying to gather
information on decoding engine serial number identification prefixes pre and suffixes - to add to
this site. If you have any info that can be added, please let me know. Engine Serial Number is
Located on the right side of the engine on a boss just to the rear of the ignition distributor for
and c. Anything with "???? Am I Missing Prefixes Below? Engine numbers start at Ratio Carb.
All Engine numbers start at Six cylinder and 8 cylinder are numbered separately with each type
engine numbered in sequence starting with The 50th Series regular production "" 6-cylinder
engine built at Flint carries Serial No. The engine plants now stamp a source, production date
and type on serial pad. More Old Online Chevy Info. WebCounter says that you are visitor
number:. Please Report any Broken Links or Pages that do not load properly. Commonly Used
Prefixes on Chevrolet Engines - - Bel Air. Plant Designations:. Regular "" Engine - 6 Cylinder.
Thriftmaster "". Thriftmaster "" with Hydramatic Transmission. Thriftmaster "" - Updraft
Carburetor - Forward Control. Thriftmaster "" Heavy Duty Clutch. Loadmaster "". Loadmaster ""
with Hydramatic Transmission. Jobmaster "" - 6 Cylinder. Assembly Plant. Thriftmaster "" with
Heavy Duty Clutch. Thriftmaster "" -Updraft. Thriftmaster "" -Updraft and Hydramatic. Jobmaster
"". Trademaster "". Trademaster "" with Hydramatic. Trademaster "" with Heavy Duty Clutch.
Note: The continuous engine serial number has been eliminated. Standard 6 cylinder "". Models
You've dragged home the truck of your dreams only to open the hood to a rat's nest. Under the
seat wadding, sticks and dead leaves lurks an engine Ahhhh, but what engine is it, you wonder?
Good question -- the sheetmetal, frame and axles on these old Stovebolts were able to labor on
much longer than their babbitted motors. Thus, many have been re-engined at some point with
later 's and 's. How to you tell which is which? The 's and early 's have a valve cover held down
by two studs running up through the center of it, and a tall side cover that the spark plugs go
through. Later ''62 's and 's have four screws around the outer edge of the valve cover to hold it
down, and a short side cover that doesn't go as high as the spark plugs. The has a raised set of
"captain's bars" casting marks in the block just forward of the starter. The best way to identify
your engine is to check the casting numbers on the head and block. Our good friends over at
Inliners have a great listing of casting numbers that will help you definitively identify your mill.
They have very good information on block and head casting numbers as their whole site just
deals with engines. From Jim Merritt , a tip to help identify early babbitted 's optional motors in
the pre-'54 Big Bolts :. Here's a Chevy motor question that comes up all the time -- or early ?
Guys are always posting this question. How to identify this early High Torque, digging for
numbers and measuring stuff. Attached is a photo of my High Torque pan which plainly has the
number '' stamped on the right side, big as day. These motors all have the tall side plate and
different casting number appear all the time, this photo should help. Editor's Note: I have a '49
babbitted big truck motor in my '49 1-ton and although the pan has the raised pad as in Jim's
photos, it does not have any numbers stamped in it. Of course, I can't guarantee that my pan is
original to the motor. This is an interesting possibility, though, and more study is warranted. If
you have a pre-'54 babbited , please check for this stamping on your oil pan and let us know if
you have anything there or not. From Barry Weeks: I think you should add the following to help
others to get the big picture. So this must be the pan. I'm sure the pan has no such number on
the side. Also to further confuse or maybe clarify the issue, my Chevy truck shop manual states

that all pans are the same, but lists different pan targeting gauges. So quite possibly these pans
could be adjusted via the pan gauge to fit either motor? By Barry Weeks and Jim Merritt. No
parts of this site, its contents, photos or graphics may be used without permission. On Sale.
Garage Sale. Tell us what vehicle you drive so we can help you find exactly what you're looking
for. Don't see what you're looking for? Click below to see more ways to filter your search.
Products to Compare max of 3 X. You've Selected:. Clear All. Select Your Vehicle. See More
Filters. Sort by: Relevance Selected. Show: 30 Results. Ignition, Charging and Starting. Air and
Fuel Delivery. Headers and Exhaust. Electrical, Lighting and Wiring. Apparel, Gifts and
Literature. Gaskets and Seals. Cooling and Heating. Part Stovebolt Six Wall Cling. Quick View.
Chevy Six Cylinder Electronic Distributor. Ships Free. Material Type: Aluminum Finish:
Polished. Part LS. Material Type: Aluminum. Part H. Part C. Thread Length: 5. Part LSP6.
Hardware Included: Yes Color: Black. Load More Products. Relevance Selected. Select Your
Vehicle Tell us what vehicle you drive so we can help you find exactly what you're looking for.
Engine Ignition, Charging and Starting Air and Fuel Delivery 8. Headers and Exhaust 8.
Electrical, Lighting and Wiring 4. Apparel, Gifts and Literature 4. Gaskets and Seals 1. Cooling
and Heating 1. Transmission 1. See More. See Less. Material Type. Hardware Included. Gasket s
Included. Additional Filters Don't see what you're looking for? Carburetor Flange Type. Primary
Tube Diameter. Header Tube Type. Collector Diameter. Flange Style. Street Rod Classic Truck
Muscle Car T-Bucket Truck Accessories 5. Modern Muscle 4. Sport Compact 3. Oval Track 2.
Sold in Quantity. Customer Rating. See All Filters. See Less Filters. So happens that while Nate
was writing this procedure, I had the need to use it on my newly rebuilt As an amateur restorer, I
first set out to create the engine stand front end of a badly burned out and a portable starting
caddy I call The Start Kart. The cart has two battery bays, storage for the compression tester,
timing light, misc fittings, etc. Most people put all that on the engine stand, but I wanted it
portable so I could roll it up to anything to diagnose problems. It was the perfect thing for this
project. The engine stand has its own radiator and exhaust system complete with the hoses to
run the exhaust outside. Now on to the important stuff If you are rebuilding your engine and
haven't started it yet, Static Timing is a very valuable tool for getting your engine in the ballpark.
Get a 12 volt dash light bulb and solder a red wire to the pointed tip and a black wire to the side
of the bulb. Put Alligator Clips on the ends. A must-have for static timing your Vintage Rig! A
Multimeter set to DC Volts will also do. The Counterman should show you how to use it on a
new spark plug. They are never EVER pre-gapped like they tell you. These are available at Thrift
Stores or Pawn Shops very affordably. To begin, the cylinders are numbered from 1 to 6 from
the front of the engine to the back. GM L6 engines have the firing order the way the wires
connect: 1, 5, 3, 6, 2, 4. Nate-- my wife begs to differ. Remove the spark plugs and line them up
in a row the same order you removed them. Hold one spark plug up so you can look across the
working part. If the shoulders edges of the center electrode are rounded at all, the engine will
not run well. Spark plugs are cheap. Just buy the standard copper cored ones, never platinum
or multi-electrode ones. Holding the plug inverted, slide the. Using the wire type gauge is best
here. You want it as close to. To change the gap just tap the plug on a hard surface, the cement
driveway, etc. All clean and gapped adjusted now? Good, set them aside and remove the
distributor cap. Most have metal spring clips on each side. Use a short flat-bladed screwdriver
up near the top of each spring to pop them loose. Make a note of the empty 1 wire location
relative to the clips in the distributor so you can put it back in the same place later. Looking in,
you should see the plastic rotor piece. It may have some burn marks on the outer metal tip but
this is ok. Depending on the year, either it will have a bent up metal blade in the center or it will
be flat in the center of the rotor and the distributor cap will have a spring loaded carbon brush,
never both. Grab the fan pulley and rotate the engine. The shaft has high points called 'lobes'
and what you want is to stop turning the engine as the rubbing block is on the highest point of
any lobe. This holds the points wide open for adjusting. Find the. Take a moment to find this
and gently twist the screwdriver to open or close up the points until the. All set? Take the
distributor cap in your hand and just turn it over with the remaining wires attached so you can
find the Number One wire again. Place it back on the distributor, twist it until the clips line up
and you feel the cap click into place on the distributor. Make note of where the empty 1 plug
wire connection is in the cap and rotate the engine until the rotor is pointing at that position,
then place the cap and snap the clips back into place. There is also a sharp pointer in the upper
edge of the hole pointing down. I like to make a circle around the ball bearing pressed into the
flywheel with chalk or a white crayon. Turn the ignition key to the on position. Now connect
your static timing light to the wire leading between the distributor and the ignition coil, then
connect the other end to the engine somewhere where it will get a good ground. With the key in
the on position, see if the light lights up. If it never lights up you have an electrical problem
somewhere. It could be the light, the way it is connected, the coil, the condenser, the points, the

cap, the coil or wire or several other things a mouse has eaten through while the car sat idle in
the barn. What you want to do is this turn the engine backwards counterclockwise until the BB
disappears then very slowly rotate it clockwise, watching both the test light and the pointer in
the hole. You want the light to come on just as the BB lines up on the pointer, but it rarely does
so if they line up but no light, stop it there and loosen the pinch clamp at the base of the
distributor where it connects to the engine. Note this is using a static timing light for this. Go try
to start it. It should roar to life and idle well. If nothing else, at least remove and re-gap the old
spark plugs to. Safety Note: I have a friend who nearly had his face blown off because he had a
spark plug too close to the hole it came from when he tried to crank the engine. Make sure the
ignition is off or the distributor cap is removed before attempting anything that requires removal
of a spark plug! Safety always first!! If you have the desire to know the overall health of your
engine, a good place to start is with checking the compression. A few things contribute to low
compression such as piston ring wear and valve adjustment. There is another How-To on the
website by our very own Nate on how to adjust your valves. Do that first! It will make a huge
difference in the way your engine runs. Purchase a compression gauge kit, I got mine from
Harbor Freight and it is one of the better tools you can get from there. I am very pleased. It
comes with all of the connectors
c3 corvette turn signal switch replacement
accessory delay relay f250
98 sebring lxi
, fittings, and then some that you need. With the ignition switch off make sure its off , remove
all the spark plugs and the distributor cap. Prop the throttle wide open to get the most accurate
reading. Screw the fitting into the 1 spark plug hole until the rubber o-ring squashes just a bit.
Turn the engine over with the starter long enough for the compression gauge to register the
compression number of the cylinder. Keep cranking until the gauge needle stops rising - This is
important. Record the number, release the gauges pressure small push button on the gauge
and do it again to make sure it's reading very close. Do this on every cylinder one at a time. Any
numbers above 95 psi means the engine is ok and will run well. Compression as low as 65 psi
should be okay, but may smoke and idle poorly. As you can see with a new engine, they are in
the range. More great information available at devestechnet. Discuss these issues and more at
forums. Toggle navigation. Critical Warning System!

